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Company: Euroclear

Location: Poland

Category: computer-and-mathematical

Division: GBS (Group Business Solutions)

We are looking for a Test Environment Analyst to join the GBS EB/ESES Test Environment

Management team. 

The Test Environment Management team, or TEM, takes care of the setting up test

environments for both Mainframe and Distributed during IV/SV phase. As well as plan and

perform the execution in coordination with the project team. TEM maintains these

environments and performs the upgrade according to the latest production changes.

As a Test Environment Analyst, you will:

Review and validate environment set-up checklists

Prepare and implement the technical set-up

Coordinate environment connections with other IT divisions where applicable

Perform a technical and functional dry-run

Follow up and document the execution

Coordinate and implement production release retrofits

Identify and resolve technical issues

Coordinate with GTS on infrastructure issues

You will be in a team with offshore people. As such you will be taking on a coaching role to
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newcomers and act as a second line expert.

Soft skills:

Analytical and technical approach

Quick learner on new technology

Continuous improvement approach

Good communication skill (both oral and written)

Technical skills:

JCL

CA7

SDSF

MQ

C:direct (asset)

Understanding of Mainframe coding language (PL/I, Cobol) is an asset

Changeman (asset)

Rexx reading (asset)

#LI-LA1 
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